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Abstract
Background: Microarray technology is generating huge amounts of data about the expression
level of thousands of genes, or even whole genomes, across different experimental conditions. To
extract biological knowledge, and to fully understand such datasets, it is essential to include
external biological information about genes and gene products to the analysis of expression data.
However, most of the current approaches to analyze microarray datasets are mainly focused on
the analysis of experimental data, and external biological information is incorporated as a posterior
process.
Results: In this study we present a method for the integrative analysis of microarray data based
on the Association Rules Discovery data mining technique. The approach integrates gene
annotations and expression data to discover intrinsic associations among both data sources based
on co-occurrence patterns. We applied the proposed methodology to the analysis of gene
expression datasets in which genes were annotated with metabolic pathways, transcriptional
regulators and Gene Ontology categories. Automatically extracted associations revealed significant
relationships among these gene attributes and expression patterns, where many of them are clearly
supported by recently reported work.
Conclusion: The integration of external biological information and gene expression data can
provide insights about the biological processes associated to gene expression programs. In this
paper we show that the proposed methodology is able to integrate multiple gene annotations and
expression data in the same analytic framework and extract meaningful associations among
heterogeneous sources of data. An implementation of the method is included in the Engene
software package.
Background
DNA microarray technology is a powerful method for
exploring biological processes on a genomic scale. This
high-throughput technique allows researchers to simulta-
neously monitor the expression level of thousands of
genes, or even whole genomes, in a single experiment. It
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has been successfully used in many contexts, such as
tumor classification, drug discovery or temporal analysis
of cell behavior [1]. One of the great potentials of this
method is that the datasets generated contain global infor-
mation about the biological processes that govern cell
behavior. Nevertheless, in order to interpret gene expres-
sion patterns and to discern the underlying biological
mechanisms, it is essential to include external informa-
tion about genes and gene products in the analysis of such
datasets.
A key task to derive biological knowledge from gene
expression data is to detect the presence of sets of genes
that share a similar expression pattern and common bio-
logical properties, such as function or regulatory mecha-
nism. Current approaches to analyze microarray data in
this line are frequently based on the application of cluster-
ing algorithms in order to establish sets of co-expressed
genes. Nevertheless, these algorithms do not incorporate
available information about genes and gene products and
they just take into account experimental measurements.
Therefore, each set of co-clustered genes has to be further
examined with the aim of discovering common biological
connections among them. In this way, biological informa-
tion is incorporated as a subsequent process to the analy-
sis of expression data.
Although widely used, this type of approach shows some
well-known drawbacks:
(i) The underlying assumption in this analysis is that
genes sharing similar expression profiles also share simi-
lar biological properties. Nevertheless, simultaneously
expressed genes may not always share the same function
or regulatory mechanism. Even when similar expression
patterns are related to similar biological roles, discovering
these biological connections among co-expressed genes is
not a trivial task and requires a lot of additional work [2].
(ii) Standard clustering algorithms group genes whose
expression levels are similar across all conditions. How-
ever, a group of genes involved in the same biological
process might only be co-expressed in a small subset of
experimental conditions. In this sense, methods that can
pull out subsets of genes associated with small subsets of
experiments are likely to be useful [3]. Although several
approaches have dealt with this problem [4-6], they are
mainly focused on finding sets of related genes based only
on expression data. Biological knowledge is still incorpo-
rated as a subsequent step to expression data analysis.
(iii) Many genes can be conditionally co-expressed with
different sets of genes, which may reflect the different bio-
logical roles that a gene product can play in the cell [7].
Most of the commonly used clustering algorithms group
genes into single clusters, which mask these complex rela-
tionships among different sets of conditionally regulated
genes.
Consequently, the development of methods able to
include external biological information to appropriately
analyze and interpret microarray data remains as one of
the main challenges in bioinformatics research. Indeed, in
the last few years several methods have been introduced to
integrate heterogeneous data sources in the context of
gene expression data analysis (for a review see [8]).
Association rules discovery technique (ARD) is a data
mining method that has been extensively used in many
applications to discover associations among subsets of
items from large transaction databases. This method
detects sets of elements that frequently co-occur in a data-
base and establish relationships between them of the
form of X → Y, which means that when X occurs it is likely
that Y also occurs. The left hand side of the rule is named
antecedent and the right hand side is named consequent.
This technique has been recently proposed to the analysis
of gene expression data [9-13] in order to extract associa-
tions and relationships among subsets of genes of the
form: {[+]gene A →[+]gene B, [+]geneC}, meaning that
when  gene A is over-expressed it is also very likely to
observe an over-expression of gene B and gene C. This
approach avoids some of the existing drawbacks of stand-
ard clustering algorithms and has been proved to be suc-
cessful in extracting new and informative gene
relationships. Nevertheless, these previous works focus
only on the analysis of gene expression data without
incorporating functional annotations or other type of bio-
logical knowledge.
In this work we propose an innovative application of ARD
for the integrative analysis of gene expression data. We
show that this methodology is able to integrate different
types of data in the same analytic framework to uncover
significant associations among gene expression profiles
and multiple gene annotations based on co-occurrence
patterns. The method can be applied to mine annotated
gene expression datasets in order to extract associations
like the following one: {cell cycle →[+]condition 1, [+]con-
dition 2, [+]condition 3, [-]condition 6}, which means that,
in the dataset, a significant number of the genes annotated
as "cell cycle" are over-expressed in condition 1, 2 and 3
and under-expressed in condition 6. The significance of
these associations is assessed by different quality meas-
ures, such as the support (the proportion of annotated
genes in the data that are covered by the rule) the confi-
dence (the percentage of genes annotated as "cell cycle"
that show the expression pattern defined in the conse-
quent of the rule) and the improvement of the rule (a cor-
relation measure between antecedent and consequent).BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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This approach integrates expression data and biological
information to uncover relationships without any pre-
established assumption, i.e., an association is only
reported if there is a significant set of genes that share a
biological attribute and a similar expression pattern. The
associations are, therefore, intrinsic to the data. In addi-
tion, it also offers the advantage that each gene can be
annotated with several topics and all of them will be inde-
pendently taken into account to discover latent relation-
ships. For example, the method is able to extract
information about sets of genes that share functionality,
transcriptional mechanism and similar expression pat-
terns. Therefore, this type of associations can reveal mean-
ingful connections among biological information of
genes and expression patterns (over- or under-expression
patterns) that can be very useful for the analysis and inter-
pretation of microarray data.
One of the major limitations of ARD is the large amount
of rules that are generated, which becomes a major prob-
lem in many applications. This fact has been already
pointed out in several studies, where some post-process-
ing pruning methods have been proposed to reduce the
number of generated rules. For example, in the context of
gene expression, Creighton and Hanash imposed con-
straints on the size of the rules, extracting only those
formed by seven or more genes [10] while Tuzhilin and
Adomavicius proposed several post-processing operators
for selecting and exploring interesting rules from the
whole set [12]. Other related works are more focused on
the application of efficient mining methods to detect only
significant rules, like for example high confident associa-
tions [14]. In this work we have used filter options espe-
cially designed to eliminate those associations that are not
relevant for the analysis. One of them is based on the
observation that many of the rules generated by ARD are
intrinsically redundant and therefore can be properly fil-
tered out without losing any relevant information. This
option drastically reduces the number of associations to
be examined. In addition, we used a statistical test of sig-
nificance to point out the relevance of the rules generated
and to filter out those whose association is not significant.
To illustrate the usefulness of the proposed methodology
we show the analysis of two well studied microarray data-
sets, one is related to the metabolic shift from fermenta-
tion to respiration in yeast [15] and the other reports the
changes in gene expression of human fibroblasts after
serum exposure [16]. We incorporated external informa-
tion such as metabolic pathways, transcriptional regula-
tors that bind to promoter regions and Gene Ontology
(GO) terms to the analysis of expression data.
Using these annotated datasets, the method was able to
extract several associations that reveal meaningful infor-
mation about the biological processes related to these
metabolic changes. Many of the associations found by our
approach have been recently reported in independent
works but others are not well characterized and might be
interesting to be further investigated. Our results show
that this method can be a very useful tool to integrate the
analysis of gene expression data and external biological
information in a single process. An implementation of
this method is included in the Engene™ (Gene-Expression
Data Processing and Exploratory Data Analysis) software
package [17], freely accessible upon request [18].
Results
We applied our approach to the analysis of several gene
expression datasets integrating different sources of biolog-
ical information such as metabolic pathways, Gene
Ontology annotations or transcriptional regulators. Full
results are available as supplementary material in our web
site [19]. In particular, in this work we describe in detail
the results from the analysis of two well studied microar-
ray datasets. One is related to the metabolic shift from fer-
mentation to respiration in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [15]
and the other is related to the gene expression program of
human fibroblasts after serum exposure [16]. We first
describe the detailed analysis of the diauxic shift dataset;
illustrate the process of extracting association rules and
their interpretation in a biological context. In a second
section we describe the main patterns discovered in the
serum stimulation dataset.
Diauxic shift dataset
Briefly, the experiment investigates the temporal program
of gene expression accompanying the metabolic shift
from fermentation to respiration that occurs when fer-
menting yeast cells, inoculated into a glucose-rich
medium, turn to aerobic utilization of the ethanol pro-
duced during the fermentation after the fermentable sugar
is exhausted. This dataset contains whole-genome expres-
sion levels during this metabolic change. Experiments are
numbered from time points one to seven (T1-T7) and cor-
respond to samples harvested at successive two-hour
intervals after an initial nine hours of growth.
In this dataset we incorporated external information
about metabolic pathways and transcriptional regulators
that bind to promoter regions. This annotated dataset was
first transformed into a transaction dataset (see Methods)
and association rules were then extracted using the con-
straints that gene annotations appear in the antecedent
and gene expression patterns in the consequent. We eval-
uated our method in two different ways: mining the data
using only one of these biological properties and mining
the data using both properties together (full results are
available in the additional file 1). In the next sections we
describe the results of mining the annotated gene expres-BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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sion dataset and the biological interpretation of the asso-
ciations extracted.
Association rules among metabolic pathways and expression 
patterns
Discovering that most of the genes involved in a specific
metabolic pathway are over- or under-expressed in the
same experimental conditions provides clues about the
biological processes that can be acting under these exper-
imental circumstances. A set of 1126 yeast genes of more
than 6000 included in the analysis were associated with at
least one pathway from KEGG database [20]. Association
rules were extracted with absolute minimum support
value of 5 (which correspond to 0.44% of the whole data-
set), minimum confidence of 40% and minimum
improvement of one, obtaining a total of 40 association
rules. As one gene can be involved in more than one path-
way, rules containing information about co-occurrences
of different pathways in the antecedent were also
extracted. Nevertheless, since it is usual to analyze infor-
mation about individual pathways or biological proc-
esses, the single antecedent and  redundant  filters were
applied (see Methods). 21 association rules passed these
filters (Figure 1).
Association rules among transcriptional regulators and expression 
patterns
Another common approach used to derive biological
knowledge from gene expression data is to extract infor-
mation about transcriptional mechanisms. Promoter
regions of co-expressed genes can be analyzed in order to
find common upstream sequence motifs [3]. In the last
few years, genome-wide location analysis experiments
have opened new ways for studying regulatory relation-
ships. These methods are generating an inestimable
source of information about physical interactions among
transcriptional regulators and DNA regions. Lee et al.
monitored binding sites for most of the transcriptional
regulators encoded in the eukaryote Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae [21]. Using these data, we annotated yeast genes with
transcriptional regulators that bound to their promoter
region. A total of 3490 genes were annotated with at least
Rules related to metabolic pathways Figure 1
Rules related to metabolic pathways. Rules extracted from the diauxic shift dataset using KEGG pathways. To facilitate 
the visualization, the consequent elements are graphically represented by colored squares. Red color represents over-expres-
sion, green color represents under-expression and empty squares represent neither over-expression nor under-expression. 
For example, the first rule should be {Ribosome →[-]T 6, [-]T 7} in the classical representation. Only values for support (supp.), 
confidence (conf.) and permutation corrected p-values are shown for each rule, the rest of measures are reported in the addi-
tional files. The last column contains the number of genes covered by each association.BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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one transcriptional regulator in the diauxic shift dataset.
Association rules containing transcriptional regulators
were extracted using absolute minimum support value of
5 (0.14% of the whole dataset), minimum confidence of
80% and minimum improvement of one, obtaining a
final set of 28 associations rules. Different transcriptional
regulators can cooperate to regulate gene expression, thus
information about putative combinations of transcrip-
tional regulators can provide meaningful insights about
transcriptional mechanisms. Consequently, only redun-
dant filter was applied, after which only 8 association rules
were obtained (Figure 2).
Association rules among transcriptional regulators, metabolic 
pathways and expression patterns
Finally, to complete the analysis and to explore the full
potential of the method to integrate multiple types of
data, we performed a third experiment combining tran-
scriptional regulators and metabolic information. 3882
genes of the dataset were properly annotated and used for
the analysis. In this case, association rules relate a tran-
scriptional regulator with a metabolic pathway if there is
a significant set of genes that share both characteristics
and also show a similar expression pattern. 286 associa-
tion rules were obtained using absolute minimum sup-
port value of 5 (0.13% of the whole dataset), minimum
confidence of 80% and minimum improvement of one.
In this experiment, only redundant filter was applied due
to the fact that these types of associations contain more
than one item in the antecedent (co-occurrences among
pathways and transcriptional regulators). 37 rules whose
antecedent contained transcriptional regulators together
with metabolic pathways survived the filtering process
(Figure 3).
Biological significance of the discovered associations
To evaluate the biological significance of the associations
that were provided by the method, we should pay atten-
tion to the support and confidence values assigned to each
rule. The support of a rule indicates the percentage of
transactions (annotated genes) that show co-occurrences
of a given annotation(s) and a similar expression pattern.
In the same way, the confidence value represents the per-
centage of genes of a given category (represented by the
antecedent) that show the expression pattern appearing in
the consequent of the rule. In the type of rules proposed
in this work, perhaps confidence is the most significant
value from the biological point of view. If only a small set
of genes are annotated into a very specific category, the
support value of the rules containing this annotation will
be quite low. Nevertheless, if these rules have a high con-
fidence value, they reveal that this specific biological
property is highly associated with the expression pattern
that appears in the consequent.
As can be noted, rules extracted from the yeast dataset
only revealed marked alterations at time points 6 and 7 of
the time course experiment, which is in agreement with
the curve of glucose concentration reported in the original
paper [15]. This fact indicates that marked changes in gene
expression patterns occur at the last time points of the
experiment, when glucose was exhausted from the
medium. During exponential growth in glucose-rich
medium, the global expression profile was remarkably
stable. Looking at Figure 1 we can see that there is one rule
(rule 3) that shows that more than 70% of all genes anno-
tated as "ribosome" were under-expressed at time point 6
while another rule (rule 2) shows that more than 90% of
the genes annotated with this category were under-
expressed at time point 7. This increase in confidence (and
also in support) value from time point 6 to 7 indicates
that an increasing number of ribosomal genes were signif-
icantly under-expressed. The association of this pathway,
and the under-expression pattern of some genes involved
in pathways related to protein and nucleic acid biosynthe-
sis, is in agreement with the observation that yeast cells
Rules related to transcriptional regulators Figure 2
Rules related to transcriptional regulators. Rules extracted from the diauxic shift dataset using transcriptional regulators 
that bind to promoter regions.BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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enter into a non proliferating stationary phase in response
to glucose depletion [22].
Rules containing information about metabolic pathways
associated to over-expression patterns also revealed mean-
ingful associations. One association (rule 8) shows that
60% of genes involved in "TCA cycle" were mainly over-
expressed at time points 6 and 7. This percentage increases
at time point 7, when more than 76% of all genes anno-
tated as "TCA cycle" were over-expressed (rule 5). Addi-
tionally, other extracted rules also show that genes
involved in "glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism" as
well as other metabolic pathways related to carbon and
energy metabolism were also mainly over-expressed at
time point 7 which reflects the main metabolic changes
associated to diauxic shift in yeast, manually identified in
the original work [15].
In the same way, rules related to transcriptional regulators
also provide meaningful associations. DeRisi et al., ana-
lyzing promoter regions of a set of under-expressed genes
in response to glucose depletion, found Rap1-binding
Rules related to transcriptional regulators and metabolic pathways Figure 3
Rules related to transcriptional regulators and metabolic pathways. Rules extracted from the diauxic shift dataset 
using transcriptional regulators and KEGG pathways simultaneously.BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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motifs in upstream sequences of seven genes that codified
for ribosomal proteins [15]. This observation is in con-
cordance with some automatically extracted associations
in our analysis that shows that genes whose promoters
were bound by the product of RAP1, and also by other
transcriptional regulators codified by several genes (FHL1,
GAT3, SMP1, PDR1, YAP5), were mainly under-expressed
at the two last time points of the time course experiment
(Figure 2). Interestingly, in an independent study this set
of transcriptional regulators have been related to co-
expression of genes involved in ribosome biogenesis [23].
Indeed, when association rules were extracted in order to
discover co-occurrences among metabolic pathways and
transcriptional regulators, all these transcriptional regula-
tors were associated to "ribosome" (Figure 3). This reveals
that promoter regions of genes that codify for ribosomal
proteins were bound by this set of transcriptional regula-
tors and, in addition, they were highly repressed in
response to glucose depletion.
In the original work, the authors also reported that a set of
cytochrome c-related genes, which were over-expressed
during diauxic shift, presented HAP2, HAP3, HAP4 bind-
ing sites in their upstream sequences [15]. As can be seen
in Figure 2, one extracted rule reveals that more than 80%
of genes that were bound by the products of HAP2, HAP3
and  HAP4  were over-expressed at time point 7 of the
experiment (rule 5). Looking at Figure 3 we can note that
the under-expressed genes whose promoters regions were
bound by these transcriptional regulators were mainly
involved in "oxidative phosphorylation", the biological
process in which cytochrome c-related genes are involved.
Although we used a well studied yeast dataset to show the
usefulness of our approach for the integrated analysis of
gene expression data, we also found interesting associa-
tions that have been experimentally confirmed in inde-
pendent works. Three rules (rule 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 3)
show that ribosomal genes whose promoter regions were
bound by RAP1 and FHL1 gene products presented an
inhibition pattern in response to nutrient starvation.
These three associations were extracted with relative high
support values and suggest a connection among FHL1 and
RAP1 and the decrease in ribosomal gene transcription in
response to glucose depletion. It is well-known the con-
nection among RAP1 and ribosomal gene transcription
[24].
Nevertheless, until very recently, little experimental infor-
mation was available about FHL1 beyond the fact that it
was implicated in RNA polymerase III function and its
mutation causes a lower rRNA content [25]. However, in
the last few years important studies have confirmed the
connection between this transcriptional regulator and
protein ribosome biogenesis [26-29], which is in concord-
ance with the rules obtained by our method. Moreover, in
some of these works the authors also comment that bind-
ing of Fhl1 to ribosomal gene promoters can be influ-
enced by Rap1 [26,27]. DeRisi et al. reported a decrease of
RAP1 mRNA levels in the cell at about the time of glucose
exhaustion [15]. Interestingly, in the analyzed dataset we
observed that abundance of FHL1 mRNA diminished by
two-fold at time point 7 of the experiment, which is the
same change showed by RAP1 at this time point.
Another association (rule 26 in Figure 3) showed that
100% of genes whose promoter regions were bound by
the SFP1 gene product and were annotated as "ribosome"
were inhibited in response to nutrient starvation. In a
recently published work, Marion et al. [30] have demon-
strated that this transcription factor is released from ribos-
omal protein gene promoters and ribosomal protein gene
transcription is down-regulated in response to changes in
nutrient availability. This, and the previously commented
associations, clearly support the results obtained by our
method and show its potential to find meaningful associ-
ations integrating biological information and gene expres-
sion data.
Serum stimulation dataset
Iyer  et al. monitored the gene expression program of
human fibroblast after serum exposure [16]. They added
fresh medium containing serum to quiescent fibroblasts
and measured the temporal changes in mRNA levels of
more than 8000 human genes at 12 times, ranging from
15 min to 24 hours after serum stimulation. From this
dataset they established more than 500 genes whose
expression changed substantially in response to serum.
We used this dataset to extract association rules among
Gene Ontology terms and gene expression patterns. The
Gene Ontology Consortium has developed a standard-
ized and dynamic vocabulary about gene products in sev-
eral organisms at three different categories; Molecular
Function, Biological Process and Cellular Component
[31]. This ontology is one of the most used information
sources to categorize and annotate gene products.
We annotated all genes in the array with terms from the
three categories of GO. We first used this annotated data-
set to extract rules among biological process annotations
and expression patterns and in a second analysis we
extracted rules among combinations of GO terms from
the three categories and expression patterns (full results
are available in the additional file 2).
Association rules among Biological Process annotations and 
expression patterns
To get insights into the main biological processes under-
lying the serum stimulation response along the time
course experiment we first extracted association rulesBMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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among biological process annotations and gene expres-
sion patterns. A set of 4092 genes of more than 8000
present in the array were annotated with at least one term
from the biological process category. 116 associations
were extracted using absolute minimum support value of
4, minimum confidence of 10% and minimum improve-
ment of one. From this set of rules, 12 associations were
obtained after applying the single antecedent and redundant
filters (Figure 4). The extracted associations revealed the
main biological processes that play relevant roles during
the serum response. The biological process of "angiogen-
esis" was highly associated with over-expression patterns
at times ranging from 4 to 12 hours after serum stimula-
tion. This function is also associated to the physiology of
wound healing, process that has been associated to the
fibroblast serum-response gene expression program
[16,32].
A closer look to the extracted rules also revealed that a set
of genes annotated as "cholesterol biosynthesis" were
associated to under-expression patterns at 12, 16, 20 and
24 hours after serum exposure. In the original work, the
authors also reported this observation. They attributed
this under-expression to the fact that serum provides cho-
lesterol to fibroblasts. In absence of cholesterol in the
medium the cell activates endogenous cholesterol biosyn-
thetic pathways but when external cholesterol is provided
genes involved in this pathway are repressed.
Association rules among terms from all GO categories and expression 
patterns
In a second experiment, we have applied our method to
find associations among GO terms combinations (from
the three categories) and gene expression patterns. 4630
genes were annotated with at least one GO term from the
three categories. 192 associations were extracted using
absolute minimum support value of 4, minimum confi-
dence of 10% and minimum improvement of one. There
are gene ontology terms that although they are related to
concrete aspects of the cell physiology they can cover sets
of genes involved in disparate biological processes. For
example, genes annotated as "cell communication" can be
involved in a broad range of cellular processes, or the cat-
egory "cell proliferation" can cover genes with antagonist
effects such as "positive regulation of cell proliferation" or
"negative regulation of cell proliferation". In a given data-
set, these categories may not be associated to expression
patterns because a large number of genes showing diverse
expression profiles can belong to these categories. In this
case, the combination of annotations can provide addi-
tional information for the interpretation of gene expres-
sion data.
To test this hypothesis we applied only redundant filter
and 31 of the initial 192 associations remained for further
analysis (Figure 5). As can be noted in Figure 5, many
associations are similar to the case in which we used only
the biological process category, but there are also interest-
ing associations related to co-occurrences of GO annota-
tions. For example, in the analyzed dataset we did not find
a significant association containing the "signal transduc-
tion" category. This annotation covered a large number of
genes, many of them related to different aspect of the
serum response. Nevertheless, we found that genes that
were annotated as "signal transduction" and also were
annotated with other categories such as "positive regula-
tion of cell proliferation" (rule 13) showed over-expres-
sion patterns at times 4, 6 and 8 hours after serum
stimulation.
Rules related to GO Biological Process category Figure 4
Rules related to GO Biological Process category. Rules extracted from the serum stimulation dataset using the Biologi-
cal Process category of Gene Ontology. Bp in brackets denotes biological process categories.BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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Another association indicates that more than 80% of
genes involved in "cholesterol biosynthesis" and anno-
tated as "integral to membrane" (rule 1 in figure 5) are sig-
nificantly under-expressed at times ranging from 12 to 20
hours. This rule reveals the association previously com-
mented among cholesterol biosynthesis and under-
expression patterns after serum exposure but it also pro-
vides additional information about some aspects of this
process, which is the cellular localization of some proteins
involved in this pathway. Many proteins involved in cho-
lesterol biosynthesis and transport are localized in the
endoplasmic reticulum, peroxisomes or Golgi apparatus
[33,34].
Discussion
In this paper we present a method for the integrative anal-
ysis of microarray data. The approach is based on the asso-
ciation rules discovery technique and is able to
automatically extract intrinsic associations among gene
annotations and expression patterns. These relationships
can provide valuable information for the analysis and
interpretation of gene expression datasets. Indeed, one of
the main goals in the analysis of microarray data is to
uncover connections and relationships among functional
annotations and expression patterns. Opposite to other
approaches in which biological information is independ-
ently incorporated to expression data analysis, our
approach integrates both data sources in a single frame-
work to extract associations based on co-occurrence pat-
terns.
The analysis of two gene expression datasets shows the
potential of our method to integrate heterogeneous
sources of information and gene expression data. In the
present analysis, our approach was able to uncover bio-
logically meaningful associations clearly supported by
previous studies. Although in this study we integrated
gene expression data with three gene properties (meta-
Rules related to annotations from the three categories of GO Figure 5
Rules related to annotations from the three categories of GO. Rules extracted from the serum stimulation dataset 
using terms from the three categories of GO. Bp: biological process, cc: cellular component and mf: molecular function. Times 
corresponding to 15 min., 30 min., 1 hr. and 2 hr. are omitted because there were not significant associations at these time 
points for the thresholds used to extract association rules.BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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bolic pathways, transcriptional regulators and GO terms),
the method can be easily extended to test any type of gene
annotation worthy to be evaluated in the context of gene
expression, such as sequence motifs or biological key-
words. Once genes have been annotated with the biologi-
cal properties to be analyzed, extracting associations
among these annotations and expression patterns
becomes an easy and automatic task. In addition, the
implementation of the method also allows users to
include experimental features, for example the type of tis-
sue, to extract association rules among these features and
gene expression.
As we have shown in the results, a relevant characteristic
of our approach lies in its ability to integrate different data
sources to uncover local relationships based on co-occur-
rences of sets of annotations and expression patterns. This
feature has a clear biological relevance due to the fact that
gene expression programs can be associated to different
biological factors. Therefore, the integration of different
types of biological information is an essential considera-
tion to fully understand the underlying biological proc-
esses.
We would like to mention that we found related results
when we compared our analyses with others methods that
have been applied to the same datasets (see for example
[35,36]). Nevertheless, the main advantage of the method
we propose is the ability to integrate several gene annota-
tions and gene expression patterns, including over- and
under-expression, across several experimental conditions
in a single analysis. This feature is important in the analy-
sis of microarray data since in many cases one have to per-
form two different analyses to discover biological
annotations associated to over- and under-expressed pat-
terns. A possible alternative could be the analysis of the
enrichment of biological annotations in the whole set of
genes, over- and under-expressed [32], but although this
approach is able to find terms that are statistically over-
represented in a input list, it does not provide any infor-
mation about the association of multiple categories with
over- or under-expressed genes.
As many others methods, ARD requires the selection of an
expression threshold to consider a gene (or sets of genes)
over- or under-expressed. The selection of expression
thresholds is a widely studied problem in microarray data
analysis and several tools are available to approach this
task that can be used before extracting association rules.
Although this issue is out of the scope of this work we
want to mention that the use of very restrictive expression
thresholds can generate a small number of associations
related to high changes in expression levels. Associations
related to genes that show less marked changes can be
extracted using more relaxed thresholds. In a recent work
Pan et al. [37] have suggested that "the robustness of bio-
logical conclusions made by using microarray analysis
should be routinely assessed by examining the validity of
Table 1: Transaction databases from gene expression data(a) Transaction database used to extract association rules among gene 
attributes and expression patterns. (b) Transaction database used to extract association rules among genes.
a
Transaction Itemset
gene A [+]Exp 1, [+]Exp 2, [-]Exp 3, [+]Exp 4, [+]Exp 5 annotation X
gene B [+]Exp 1, [+]Exp 2, [+]Exp 4, [+]Exp 5, annotation Z,, annotation F
gene C [+]Exp 1, [+]Exp 2, [-]Exp 3, [+]Exp 4, [+]Exp 5, [+]Exp 6, annotation X
gene D [+]Exp 4, [-]Exp 6, annotation B, annotation C
gene E [+]Exp 1, [+]Exp 2, [-]Exp 3, annotation X, annotation Z




Experiment 1 [+]gene A, [+]gene B, [+]gene C, [+]gene E, [+]gene F
Experiment 2 [+]gene A, [+]gene B, [+]gene C, [+]gene E, [+]gene F
Experiment 3 [-]gene A, [-]gene C, [-]gene E, [-]gene F
Experiment 4 [+]gene A, [+]gene B, [+]gene C, [+]gene D
Experiment 5 [+]gene A, [+]gene B, [+]gene C
Experiment 6 [+]gene C, [-]gene D, [+]gene F
... ...BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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the conclusions by using a range of threshold parame-
ters".
One known drawback of ARD is that the number of gen-
erated rules is usually very high, even if large values for
minimum support and confidence are used. This enor-
mous amount of information is difficult to manually
process and usually requires examination of the generated
rules to extract those that are more interesting for a partic-
ular application. In this work we have tackled this issue by
proposing some filtering procedures for eliminating
redundant associations which efficiently reduced the
number of obtained rules. These filtering options are not
only necessary for the human interpretability of the
results, but also for obtaining a better quality of the
results, since the filtered rules are not informative.
Conclusion
In this work we have described a methodology for the
integrated analysis of microarray data that is able to
extract associations among functional annotations and
gene expression patterns. The approach is based on the
association rules discovery technique and it is included in
the Engene software package [18], freely available upon
request. We hope that the proposed methodology would
help the microarray community in the analysis and inter-
pretation of gene expression data.
Methods
Definition of association rules
ARD is a data mining technique oriented towards finding
associations or correlation relationships among items in
transaction datasets. This method extracts sets of items
that frequently occur together in the same transaction,
and then formulate rules that characterize these relation-
ships.
Making a formal statement of the problem, let I = {i1,i2,...,
in} be a set of literals called items. Let S be a set of trans-
actions, where each transaction T is a set of items such that
T ⊆ I. We can now say that a transaction T contains a set X
of items in I if X ⊆ T. An association rule is an implication
of the form X → Y, where X ⊆ I, Y ⊆ I and X  Y = φ. The
left hand side of the rule is called antecedent and the right
hand side is called consequent. Such rules are usually
interpreted as follow: when X occurs, it is often the case
that Y also occurs in the same transaction. This technique
has been widely used in Market Basket Analysis to extract
associations among products that are frequently sold
together in the same transaction (market basket).
Given the association rule X → Y, there are two measures
that define the quality of the rule:
(i) Its support, which is defined as P(X ∫ Y), that is, the
probability that X and Y appear together.
(ii) Its confidence, which is the conditional probability of
Y given X, and it is
defined as:  .
Support and onfidence are the most common measures
related to a rule and, in many cases, the only ones used to
point out the relevance of this one. However, it is impor-
tant to note that sometimes both of these measures are
high, indicating a rule which could be good, and yet still
produce a association that is not useful. In other words,
associations among uncorrelated elements can be gener-
ated using this "support-confidence" framework [38].
This is the case in which the elements of the consequent
are very frequent in the transaction database [39]. For
example, consider the following rule:
{A → B, C} support = 60% and confidence = 80%
This rule indicates that 60% of all transactions contain A,
B and C, and that 80% of transactions containing A also
contain B and C. The above rule looks like a good rule, but
it is really not a useful association if B and C are present in
100% of the transactions. Thus, a correlation measure
between antecedent and consequent is needed to assess
the quality of the rule. In our approach we have imple-
mented the improvement (also known as lift) value for
association rules, which is defined as:  , that
is, the confidence of the rule divided by the support of the
consequent. Any rule with an improvement less than one
does not indicate a real correlation between antecedent
and consequent. On the contrary, when improvement is
greater than one the resulting rule is better at predicting
the consequent.
Association rules and transaction databases in gene 
expression data analysis
What exactly constitutes an item or a transaction depends
on the application and on the type of information to be
extracted. In the present work ARD was applied to extract
associations among gene annotations and expression pat-
terns, integrating in this way biological information with
experimental data. To extract the type of associations in
which we were interested in, transactions are represented
by genes and the set of experiments in which each gene is
over- or under-expressed represent the itemset (see Table
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included into the itemsets. Using the constraint that gene
annotations are used as antecedent, this transaction data-
base can be mined to extract associations on the form of:
{gene annotation X →[+]condition  1, [+]condition  2, [-]
condition3}, which means that "most of the genes anno-
tated with the characteristic X  were over-expressed in
experimental conditions 1 and 2 and under-expressed in
experimental condition 3".
Note that this transaction dataset considerably differs
from the transaction datasets used in previous applica-
tions. As mentioned in the introduction, ARD has been
previously used to mine gene expression datasets in order
to discover associations among subsets of genes based on
their expression information [9-13]. The rules that were
proposed in these approaches were on the following
form: {[+] gene A →[+] gene B, [+]geneC}, meaning that in
a significant number of experiments genes A, B and C are
simultaneously over-expressed and whenever Gene A is
over-expressed it is likely that Gene B and C are also over-
expressed. Table 1b shows the type of transaction data-
base that is generated from a gene expression dataset to
extract this type of rules. In this case, transactions are rep-
resented by experiments and the subset of over- or under-
expressed genes in each experiment represents the set of
items (itemset) associated to each transaction.
To construct the transaction database from an annotated
dataset the expression matrix has to be previously trans-
formed into a Boolean matrix. For this purpose one can
use statistical methods to detect differentially expressed
genes or alternatively use a threshold value [10,11]. In this
particular application, we have used two expression
thresholds in both datasets; genes with log expression val-
ues greater than 1 were considered as over-expressed and
genes with log expression values lower than the -1 were
considered under-expressed. Values between these two
ranks were neither expressed nor inhibited. We used these
thresholds because they represent an expression or inhibi-
tion of two-fold range, which is very often considered sig-
nificant in microarray studies, and related studies have
applied a similar threshold in the analysis of these data-
sets [36,40]. ARD is a method orientated to discover bio-
logical information from gene expression data that has to
be applied as a post-analysis procedure. Although users
can use arbitrary expression thresholds on fold-changes
our recommendation is to determine the expression
thresholds by any of the available tools to determine dif-
ferentially expressed genes before extracting association
rules.
Mining association rules
Given a set of transactions S, the problem of mining asso-
ciation rules is to generate all associations that have sup-
port, confidence and improvement greater than the user-
specified minimum threshold values. The first and key
step in the generation of association rules is to find sets of
items (itemsets) that satisfy the minimum support con-
straint (frequent itemsets) on the database. Once the fre-
quent items are located, the subsequent rules can be
formed straightforwardly among them.
To effectively generate association rules based on all pos-
sible combinations of items, Agrawal proposed the Apri-
ori algorithm [41]. The rationale of this method is to
reduce the number of frequent candidate items used for
creating the rules by eliminating those that do not satisfy
a minimum frequency constraint. The Apriori solution is
based on the premise that all subsets of frequent items, as
well as their combinations, must also be frequent to be
considered as candidates. This property is used to prune
the number of candidate itemsets to be explored and thus
gaining a significant reduction of the search space. The
procedure starts by counting all items with cardinality k =
1 and determining the frequent k-itemset (formed by indi-
vidual items with support greater than a given threshold).
In the second iteration (k = 2) the set of frequent items
found in the previous step is used to produce the new set
of candidates of size k, and the database is scanned again
to explore each transaction, and count the frequency of
each pair, eliminating those that do not satisfy the mini-
mum support constraint. The procedure is continued
until no more combinations are possible.
The type of association rules that we are interested in the
context of this work are associations that usually have low
support values and, ideally, high confidence values. This
is due to the number of genes annotated into a given cat-
Example of dataset containing heterogeneous information  and the two obtained rules Figure 6
Example of dataset containing heterogeneous infor-
mation and the two obtained rules. (a) Example of data-
set in which genes (named as g1, g2...) are annotated with 
different characteristics (second column). Third and the rest 
of columns represent experimental conditions and values of 
1 represent over-expression, -1 under-expression and 0 nei-
ther expression nor inhibition. (b) Two rules that were 
selected after applying the filter.BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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egory typically represents only a small subset of the entire
genome which decreases, indeed, when gene annotation
specificity increases. The computational problems then
arise when trying to use the classical Apriori method to
discover associations in datasets that are prolific in fre-
quent patterns at very low-support values. Dropping the
support threshold in Apriori algorithm has a severe
impact on the amount of CPU time required which it is
not affordable in most of the cases because the time
needed to solve this problem grows exponentially as the
threshold support decreases due to the growth of the com-
binatorial search space. The apriori algorithm and its
many improved variants have concentrated efforts on
optimizing the counting of candidate frequency through
the use of many clever strategies [42-44] that usually
works very well on several applications and that can cer-
tainly be used in the one described here. In this work we
decided to use a particular algorithm that avoids the
expensive combinatorial search space generation by using
a novel approach for item counting [45]. This algorithm
has already been proved to be very efficient when applied
to sequence analysis, motivating us to extend it to gene
expression mining, in particular for searching high confi-
dence, low-supported biologically significant patterns.
The implementation of the algorithm allows us to specify
what type of items should be in the antecedent or the con-
sequent of the rule. Once the rule composition is defined,
our method generates all associations that satisfy the min-
imum support, confidence and improvement constraints.
Filtering rules
Even if ARD provides quite interesting and important
information about local features in the dataset, it has two
important drawbacks. First, the number of generated
rules, even from small datasets, is already too large to be
manually analyzed. Second, many of the extracted rules
contain redundant information. Obviously, these two
problems are directly related. In this sense, a filter option
based on the observed redundancy was implemented to
process the obtained rules. The filter conditions proposed
to reduce the set of generated rules are the following:
- Redundant filter: This option filters out all those rules that
are redundant. We consider a rule X as a redundant asso-
ciation if there is another rule Y with equal or higher val-
ues for support, confidence and improvement and:
(i) The consequent and antecedent of X is contained in the
consequent and antecedent of Y respectively.
(ii) The consequent of X is contained in the consequent of
Y and the antecedent part of both rules is the same.
(iii) The antecedent of X is contained in the antecedent of
Y and the consequent part of both rules is the same.
For example, for the rules;
j: {annotation A →[+]condition 2},
x: {annotation A →[+]condition 2, [+]condition 6},
y: {annotation B →[+]condition 2, [+]condition 6} and
z: {annotation A and B →[+]condition 2, [+]condition6},
we consider the rules j, x and y as redundant associations
if their values for support, confidence and improvement
are equal or less than the corresponding values of z. The
rule with the longest consequent or antecedent summa-
rizes all information, and the rest of the rules can be dis-
carded. This pruning method drastically reduces the
number of associations to be further considered. This fact
is illustrated in Figure 6, in which a small Boolean dataset
was mined for association rules using minimum support
of 50% and minimum confidence of 80%. These con-
straints generated 42 associations but after applying this
filter option only two rules remained for further analysis.
This notion of redundant associations is different with
respect to the notion of insignificant associations [46].
Insignificant association rules are those that contain little
extra information while redundant rules do not contain
any additional information. Indeed, the insignificant
rules pruning method can be applied as a subsequent step
to redundant filter option proposed in this work.
- Single antecedent filter: This option filters out all rules
whose antecedent contains more than one item. This
option has been previously proposed by other authors
and it can be useful in many contexts, for example when
we are looking for information about which subsets of
genes (consequent) are over- or under-expressed depend-
ing on the expression of a single gene (antecedent) [10].
Statistical significance of extracted rules
Although support and improvement values provide infor-
mation about the association between the antecedent and
consequent parts of the rule, they do not inform about
their statistical significance [39]. The statistical signifi-
cance of an association was evaluated here using the influ-
ence of statistical dependency between the antecedent and
the consequent of the rule. For this purpose we used the
χ2- test for statistical independence [39,46]. A p-value
associated to each rule was computed under the assump-
tion that the null hypothesis of the test is true (both the
antecedent and consequent part of the rule are independ-
ent). As we are simultaneously analyzing multiple associ-
ations the obtained p-values need to be adjusted to avoid
the multiple testing problem. To this end we have used a
permutation test to correct p-values [47,48]. We rand-BMC Bioinformatics 2006, 7:54 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/54
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omized the gene expression data [49] and association
rules were extracted from this random data with no confi-
dence and improvement thresholds. P-values were calcu-
lated as described above. This process was repeated using
1000 independently generated random datasets. Adjusted
p-values were calculated for each association in real data
as the fraction of permutations having any association
with a p-value as good or better than the observed p-value
for that association [47]. Usually a cutoff of 0.05 on the
adjusted p-vales can be more safely used to consider an
association statistically significant.
Implementation of ARD
The method was implemented as a web-based tool and is
included in the Engene™ (Gene Expression Data Process-
ing and Exploratory Data Analysis) software package [17],
freely accessible upon request. Gene expression dataset
can be uploaded as a standard microarray data format, in
which genes are in rows and experiment are in columns.
Additional columns can be added to include several gene
annotations for each gene. The extraction of association
rules involves two steps, the extraction of the transaction
dataset followed by the process of discovering association
rules. The program allows users to define the rule compo-
sition by specifying what type of information should
appear in the antecedent and in the consequent of the
rule. Detailed information is available on the Engene on-
line help.
Gene expression datasets and annotation of gene 
characteristics
Diauxic shift dataset
Gene expression matrix containing background-corrected
ratios was downloaded from ExpressDB [50] and were log
scaled (base 2). Missing values were filled by k-nearest
neighbors approach with k = 10 [51] and gene expression
profiles of replicated ORFs were averaged.
Yeast genes were annotated using two different gene char-
acteristics; metabolic pathway(s) in which each gene is
involved and transcriptional regulators that binds to pro-
moter regions. Metabolic pathways were attached to each
gene based on the information provided by the KEGG
database [20]. Yeast transcriptional regulators that bind to
promoter region were annotated using data reported by
Lee et al. [21]. This information was used to annotate yeast
genes whose promoter regions were bound by at least one
transcription regulator (with a p-value threshold of
0.005). A relaxed p-value threshold can include false pos-
itives in regulator-DNA interactions data. For this reason,
genome-wide location data have been previously ana-
lyzed using relatively stringent p-value threshold (0.001)
at the expense of losing regulator-DNA interactions [21].
Nonetheless, integration of genome-wide location with
expression data allow the use of more relaxed p-value
thresholds with less likelihood of false regulator-DNA
interactions results [23].
Serum stimulation dataset
Iyer et al. (1999) characterized the temporal program of
gene expression of human fibroblasts after serum expo-
sure. In their experiment they monitored expression levels
of 9706 cDNAs, which represented about 8600 different
human genes, at 12 times ranging from 15 minutes to 24
hours after serum stimulation. Using this dataset Iyer et al.
identified 517 genes whose expression changed substan-
tially in response to serum. This gene expression dataset is
available at [52]. Gene expression values were log scaled
(base 2) and gene expression profiles of replicated genes
were averaged.
The Onto-Miner program [53] was used to annotate all
genes in the array with the corresponding terms from the
three categories of Gene Ontology.
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